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Experiment Sheet for Phase

and Impedance in a RLC Circuit

Comparing VL, VC, and VR:
1. Which got a greater share of the source voltage at low frequencies (say 50Hz) the inductor or the
capacitor?
_______________________
2. Which got a greater share of the source voltage at high frequencies (say 300Hz) the inductor or
the capacitor?
_______________________
3. Why? Explain why the inductor and capacitor’s voltage changes with frequency.

Phase Measurements:
Measured period T = ______
tL
(s)

tR
(s)

Table 1: Times for Peak Voltages
tC
tL-tR
(s)
(s)

tC-tR
(s)

tL-tC
(s)

Table 2: Phase Shifts
φLtoR

φCtoR

radians (rad)
degrees (°)
Sample Calculation: Show at least one of your φ calculations below.

1. For the inductor V ______________ (leads or lags) I by _________°.
2. For the capacitor V ______________ (leads or lags) I by _________°.

φLtoC
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Impeadance:
VRM = ____________, VLM = ____________, VCM = ____________, and IM = ____________
XL = VLM/IM = ______________

which gives

L = XL/(2πf) = ______________

XC = VCM/IM = ______________ and, using the known value of C,

XC = 1/(2πfC) = ______________

Note if these two methods for finding the reactance of the capacitor gave results that weren’t close then
you need to redo your measurements and/or calculations.
Z = {R2 + (XL-XC)2}1/2 = __________________
VSM (using Z = VSM/IM) = ______________

VSM (actual) = ______________

Was the value you got for VSM using your calculation of Z close to the actual VSM ? __________
Phase Angle for RLC:
Using tan(φ) = (XL-XC)/R determine φ. φ = ____________
Now determine φ using the peak-to-peak time differences for VS and VR. φ = _____________
Explain any differences in your two calculations for φ and show your work in the space below.

What happened to each of the three voltages when you added the iron to the inductor?

Does this mean that the inductance increased or decreased? _________________
Using the equations from the Impedance section (above) estimate the new inductance (with the iron).
Show your work.
L ≈ ______________

Resonance:
What did you get for the resonant frequency? fo = ________________
Did this frequency result in VL and VC being 180° out of phase and equal in magnitude? ___________
Show your work for fo in the space below.

